Introduction
One fortunate result of the current interest in psychedelic phenomena has been to focus psychiatric attention upon a subject which was hitherto pre-empted by religion, philosophy and mysticism. That is as it should be, for psychiatry should rightfully play a leading role in man's unceasing quest for expanded forms of consciousness -with or with out drugs.
The term 'ultraconsciousness' (5) pro posed here for the sake of standardiza tion, refers to a supra-rational, suprasensory level of mentation whose exis tence, especially in the Orient, has been known since antiquity under a variety of regional and ritual terms: nirvana of Buddhism; satori of Zen; samedhi of Yoga, unio mystica of Catholicism; shema of Cabbalism; Bucke's 'cosmic conscious ness'; and Existentialism's kairos.
Miraculous powers have been attri buted to it, and from it has sprung the highest creativity and genius known to man; yet it has received surprisingly little attention from modern science and still remains one of the greatest enigmas of the mind.
As science annihilates space and acce lerates communication between the mod ern culture of the West and the ancient culture of the East, the possibility of re discovering ancient truths recurs with increasing frequency. Today East and West enjoy a transcultural relationship unique in world history, and full of promise for a' vast expansion of our knowledge of human behaviour.
The time seems ripe for large-scale integration of Western empiricism with Eastern mysticism and we should meet it half-way, if for no other reason than the very practical one that healing fac tors are intrinsic in Eastern spirituality which might well enrich our current psychotherapeutic armementarium. As practitioners of the healing arts we sim ply cannot afford to dismiss any thera peutic procedure which holds potential promise.
According to Aldous Huxley, mysti cism is the only one effective method that has yet been known for the radical and permanent transformation of personality. A modern philosopher, George Plochman, cautions that the "mystical is neither an asylum of ignorance nor a place where for some reason logic leaves off so that we have to keep quiet" (13); and Freud, himself, in Vol. IV of his Collected Papers, said, ". . . psycho analysts must discover secret and con cealed things from unconsidered and un noticed details, from the rubbish-heap, as it were, of our observations." (6) In order to do that, David Bakan asserts, "Freud had to let himself descend into chaotic depths ... to absorb and appre ciate them . . . and to re-enact imagina tively the syncretism involved in their generation in order to apprehend their nature rationally . . . even at the risk of temporarily violating logic and so-called common sense." (1) Furthermore, as Harold Kelman has pointed out, Freud, through his concepts of free association and the unconscious, dared to challenge the supremacy of pure reason and, inten tionally or unintentionally, set in motion a reunion of pragmatic West with mysti cal East (9, 10) . Kelman maintains that free association could be a step towards the ultraconscious or what he terms kairos if used as pure catharsis rather than for the purpose of object interpre tation. He states that in freer and freer association it is not enough for the forms, the objects, the phenomena to emergethey must continue until they are resorbed, attachment to them diminishes and they entirely disappear -until there is complete formlessness, intuitive insight, supra-sensory lucidity and ultimately nir vana (9, 10) .
Frances J. Braceland, in his Presidential Address to the American Psychiatric Association Convention, Chicago, May 1957, said: "In the light of history this new (Freudian) psychology heralded the end of a purely mechanistic con cept of Man ... no one approach to psychiatric disorder can claim a mono poly upon wisdom, understanding and therapeutic efficiency . . . we espouse a comprehensive form of psychiatry and . . . integration is the watchword in our emphasis . . . the net result of the evi dence (from all branches of study) underscores the need to approach psy chological problems from the humanistic point of view which affirms Man's spiri tual nature." (2) The author's interest in the 'ultracons cious' is that of an eclectically-oriented observer and reporter who had an op portunity to see at first hand some of the attendant phenomena and to make a film of the Zen-Buddhist ritual during visits to the Orient. This discussion is not an endorsement but merely a plea that science should at long last seek a rational explanation and a common denominator for what has so far been regarded as inexplicable. In coin ing the working term, 'ultraconscious,' I am fully mindful of Konrad Lorenz's ad monition that ". . . we should not ima gine that the invention of a term pro vided the explanation of the process in question." That explanation must still be sought (11) .
Of course each cult firmly believesand on occasion has defended that con viction to the death -that its method, its ritual, its ceremonies, its liturgical pot-pourri is the only path to salvation; but to the objective observer it must be obvious that a common denominator underlies all of them and that science provides the most reasonable hope of finding that denominator. What a fertile field for research -and how sadly it has been neglected. The realm of the mind is one of the last great uncharted areas in modern medicine. But although some of it may be difficult to convey, perhaps it can be divined without yet being clear ly conscious or denned.
Alan Watts in Psychotherapy East and West says, "Present psychotherapy is concerned with the relation between Man and Society. But that is not enough. Society is a group phenomenon creating separate cultures. But beyond that are universal phenomena transcending all cul tures. Therefore, psychotherapy should not restrict itself to the mere sociality of Man, but should uncover his univer sality. Put another way, it should con cern itself with the relation between Man and Cosmos, not merely between Man and Society." (17)
Description
Zen is used as an example of the attain ment of 'ultraconsciousness' merely be cause the author had an opportunity to observe it personally and not because it is exclusive or better or worse than the various other disciplines.
'Zen' is a Japanese word (derived from the Chinese Ch'an and the Sanskrit Dhyana) which refers to a high state of consciousness in which man finds union with the 'Ultimate Reality' of the uni verse. This state is called satori; the closest English equivalent is the word 'enlightenment', but even so Zen and satori are not only enlightenment but also the way to its attainment.
Suzuki describes it as a "throwing one self down the precipice ... a letting go the hold." "At last," he states, "all psy chic faculties become charged with a new energy hitherto undreamed of. A penetrating insight is born of the inner depths of consciousness as the new source of life is tapped and with it Zen yields up to its secret. This realization is called 'satori 1 ." (15) As to how that is accomplished, Suzuki says, "So long as there are conscious strivings to accomplish a task, the very consciousness works against it and no task is accomplished. It is only when all traces of consciousness are wiped out that 'Buddhahood' is attained . . . the idea is that when every effort is put forward to achieve a task and you are finally exhausted and have come to the end of energy, you give yourself up so far as your consciousness is concerned. As a matter of fact, however, your un conscious mind is still intensely bent on the work, and before you realize it you find the work accomplished. This is what is meant by 'to accomplish the task of No-Mind' . . . Philosophically speaking, therefore, no special conscious strivings are necessary; in fact, they are a hin drance to the attainment of enlighten ment." (16)
This concept of 'no-mind' is basic to Zen. It literally means an immobilization of mental faculties wherein the mind ceases to think. It is achieved by intense concentration, controlled breathing, fix ation of gaze, the disciplined environ ment of a Zen institute and the inspira tion of a Zen master. It may require years to achieve. However, the late Zen Mas ter, Horyu Ishiguro, had developed a method of streamlining the training pe riod to a matter of several days. He dis carded the traditional, time-consuming methods which were concerned more with precision of manner and ceremonial exactitude than with inner problems, but retained the essential principles of Zen, i.e., the teaching of students to achieve a state of no-thought, no-feeling, to be completely in 'nothing', to sit quietly and to be absorbed in Koanzammai (Zen questions). (7) The important thing in all this is that when the mind stops thinking it does not stop being, for then the mind be comes automatically inundated with a flood of awareness, intuition, cosmic identification and rapture that transcends description and transforms the entire per sonality at its ultimate peak, although in some only partial attainment may occur.
Dr. Richard Bucke in his book, Cosmic Consciousness, (3) lists the following phenomena at the ultimate peak of 'cos mic consciousness', as he called it. Similar experiences have been reported with LSD (12).
1)
An awareness of intense light. The individual has a sense of being immersed in a dazzling flame or rose-colored cloud or perhaps rather a sense that the mind is itself rilled with such a light. In the East it is called the 'Brahmic Splendor'. Walt Whitman speaks of it as "ineffable light -light rare, untellable, lighting the very light -beyond all signs, descrip tions, languages." Dante states that it is capable of "transhumanizing a man into a god" and gives a moving description of it in lines of mystical incandescence from // Paradiso of the Divine Comedy (4).
2) With the sensation of light the in dividual seems bathed in emotions of supreme joy, rapture, ecstasy, triumph, assurance -an ecstasy far beyond any that belongs to the merely conscious self.
3) In addition to these sensory and emotional experiences there comes to the person an intellectual illumination quite impossible to describe. In an intuitive flash he has an awareness of the meaning and drift of the universe, an identifica tion and merging with Creation, the in finite, the immortal. He obtains a con ception of 'the whole' which dwarfs all learning, speculation and imagination, and makes the old attempts to under-stand the universe petty and even ridi culous.
4) A feeling of transcendental love and compassion.
5) Fear of death falls off like an old cloak; physical and mental suffering vanish. This property alone should be of particular interest to the physician and psychiatrist and should give us an incentive to understand and use it in the treatment of the physically and mentally ill.
6) A reappraisal of the material things in life and a realization of the total un importance of riches and abundance compared to the treasure of the ultraconscious. This, however, does not lead to indolence and idle dreaming, for it is accompanied by -7) An extraordinary quickening of the intellect, an uncovering of latent genius, an enhancement of mental and physical vigour and activity.
8)
A sense of mission. The revelation is so moving and profound that the per son cannot contain it within himself, but is moved to transmit the great secret to all fellow-men. 9) Finally, a charismatic change in personality -an inner and outer radiance, as though charged with some divinely inspired power, a magnetic force that attracts and inspires others, a veritable transfiguration of being.
What significance does all this have for the scientist, the physician, the psy chiatrist? It may mean that systematic research on the ultraconscious may pro vide an important addition to our psy chotherapeutic armamentarium, not only because its attainment exerts an ennobling influence on the mind, but because of its extraordinary ability to bring about freedom from mental and physical suf fering.
Such investigation is already well under way in Japan. Koji Sato, of Kyoto University, has done much to define and analyze the psychological aspects (14) . Akira Kasamatsu of Tokyo University has conducted careful tests on subjects in the ultraconscious state and has listed the following findings (8):
Visual tests: A slight but definite in crease in vision.
Respiration: A decrease in the respira tory rate to four per minute; an increase in tidal volume; a decrease in oxygen consumption to a level which is 30% below normal.
Metabolism: A decrease in metabolic rate which could not be explained merely by the decreased respiratory rate, but which might also be due to the decrease of energy metabolism in the brain.
Electroencephalogram:
Decreased al pha frequency but with increased ampli tude; periodic but inconstant appearance of theta waves. Significantly enough, Kasamatsu found that these results dif fered considerably from similar tests in hypnotized subjects.
Discussion
Although most people have never ex perienced the summit of the ultracons cious, simple questioning might well eli cit the information that many have had flashes and formes frustes. It is probably latent in all of us and, like the uncons cious, could be revealed by appropriate disciplines and techniques. These might even conceivably become more or less standardized and available for general study and therapy instead of being con fined to religious or regional areas. Re peated contact with its charismatic quali ties in others has given the author an intense awareness of its scope, and similar exposure would probably produce a like awareness in other psychiatrists. Once their interest was aroused, the use of LSD and other psychedelic drugs for research will undoubtedly enhance our under standing of the ultraconscious.
However, clinical practice also pro vides ample scope for observation and awareness. Kelman believes that major and minor degrees of illumination could be induced in patients, could be recog nized when they did happen, and could be used by informed psychiatrists to augment present psychotherapy. A sim ple first step would be merely to ask patients if they had any ultraconscious experience and then encourage them to talk about it. Many psychiatrists might be amazed at the abundant material which would be elicited. And if the re sulting pharmacological and clinical ma terial were collected, pooled and collated, the resulting data might well represent the initial breakthrough to a practical understanding of this hitherto inscrutable subject.
Summary
The Ultraconscious (nirvana, satori, samedhi, 'cosmic consciousness', unto mystica, etc.) is a supra-sensory, suprarational level of expanded consciousness which has been known since antiquity, yet has received little attention from modern psychiatry. Dr. Richard Bucke in his book Cosmic Consciousness listed the following phenomena at the ultimate peak of ultraconsciousness, regardless of the procedure by which it is achieved: Freud, through his concepts of free association and the unconscious, dared to challenge the supremacy of pure reason and helped to free psychiatry from the grip of an 'exact science', thereby paving the way to greater rapprochement be tween Eastern and Western thought.
Kelman believes that ultraconscious ness (kairos) can be recognized by the knowledgeable psychiatrist, can be en couraged in the patient and can be an important aid to psychotherapy, for kairos is probably latent in all of us.
